7.0

The Buildings of the Conservation Area

7.1

For the purposes of this report, some of the details discussed in the previous chapter
(architectural styles) are bought out in Chapter 7 to provide a general over-view. Due to
its size and complex character, the discussion of the buildings of the conservation area
have been divided into three ‘Indentity Areas’ and sub-divided into its nine small
constituent parts.


Area 1. High Street (High Street East; High Street Central; High Street West;
Collegiate)



Area 2. Grand Union Canal (Castle and Railway; The Canal; George Street)



Area 3. Charles Street (Charles Street / Shrublands Road; Kings Road / Doctor’s
Commons Road and the Berkhamsted Collegiate School)

Architectural styles and detailing
7.2

The diversity of the buildings throughout Berkhamsted Conservation Area makes the
description of materials appear wide ranging and changeable due to its multi-period
nature. However, the character of the conservation area owes much to the use of local
materials in the construction of its early historic buildings and minor structures such as
outbuildings and some boundary walls; timber oak frames (exposed or hidden behind
later brick re-fronting), red and yellow brick, and red clay tile. Some of the later buildings
have utilised materials that have been bought in from other parts of the country,
including Welsh slate for roof coverings.

7.3

Early bricks are red or pinkish red, manufactured since at least the seventeenth century
in the neighbouring Ashridge woods. Later bricks from the eighteenth and nineteenth
century can be orangey red, deep red or red / brown and may be from a different local
source. Sometimes they are used in conjunction with burnt headers (blue bricks).
Yellow bricks dating to buildings from the nineteenth century range in their colour
depending on their source from creamy pale yellow to yellow-grey and light to dark buff.
Darker bricks are also found, referred to as plum-coloured. Some lighter bricks have
become darkened over the years by dirt; a few buildings have had their brickwork
cleaned. Chalky white gritty lime mortars were used in early brickwork and only start to
be displaced by cement / sand in the twentieth century. In the eighteenth and nineteenth
century tuck pointing coloured to match the brickwork was used on some buildings.
Examples of the type of building materials found in the conservation area are provided
in Appendix 7.

7.4

The buildings of the conservation area range from religious buildings to commercial,
amenity, industrial and residential properties. They also range in size from a narrow
terraced house with a small rear garden to a large supermarket standing in a large hard
standing car park and from a medieval castle to a canal with several locks.

7.5

There are a number of large buildings and structures within the conservation area
dating from the medieval period up to modern times:


Berkhamsted Castle: c1155 – c1360. Significant earthworks (banks and ditches) with
the substantial remains of medieval flint boundary walls, and some towers and outer
walls of buildings



The Parish Church of St. Peter, High Street: c1200. Exceptional in its scale and height,
and also its extensive (and exclusive) use of stone and flint; substantially re-built in the
nineteenth century



The Old Hall at Berkhamsted Collegiate School, Castle Street: 1544. The earliest
example of a red brick medieval building in the town
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The Grand Union Canal: 1798. Canal and lock system with lock-keepers cottages and
its remaining pubs, two warehouses (now domestic), various bridges etc. Other
fragmentary fabric on the banks of the River Bulbourne



The railway line and associated buildings including the re-built station and rail bridges,
Station Road / Lower Kings Road: 1834 (nothing left) & 1875



Berkhamsted Baptist Chapel, High Street: 1864. Non-Conformist Church and Sunday
School



Chapel and New Hall at Berkhamsted Collegiate School, Castle Street: 1894 – 1911.
Late Victorian and Edwardian red brick additions to school site



The Victoria Church of England School, Prince Edward Street: 1897. A Victorian school,
much extended



All Saints Church, Shrublands Road: 1906. An Edwardian red brick church



The Rex Cinema and adjoining flats, High Street: 1938. Brown brick and partly rendered
group comprising a cinema and adjoining flats with shops on the ground floor



Royal Mail Offices and Telephone Exchange, High Street / St. John’s Well Lane: 1960s.
Two modern brick commercial buildings



Waitrose supermarket, Lower Kings Road: 1996. A modern brick commercial building
with a large open area of car parking



Chadwick Centre (Art Block), Castle Street / Mill Street. A recently completed brick and
tile hung building with a mixture of gables, turrets and ventilation towers (in a Postmodernist style)

Area 1: High Street
7.6

In general terms, materials range from timber oak frame (sometimes elm), cut stone, or
red / yellow brick. Few buildings have exposed timber framing and stone is only used as
a building material for the Parish Church. With the growing scarcity of timber from the
late seventeenth century onwards, bricks were increasingly used. The most common
type is red or yellow brick, with occasional use of blue headers for decoration. Some
have exposed unpainted brickwork, while others have since painted or rendered the
brickwork. Brick in a contrasting colour (red / orange / yellow) is used above windows,
around doorways, and for other types of architectural detailing. In common with the
north Chilterns, flint is not abundantly used in Area 1. It does not appear within the town
centre as a major building material, except for St. Peter’s Church that was re-faced in
knapped flint between 1866 and 1888. Flint has also been used in a boundary wall on
Highfield Road along with a few other boundary walls in the town.

7.7

Roof lines of High street properties generally run parallel with the road, although some
gables do face onto the street and have features such as mock-timber framing or
windows set within them. Roofs are mostly gabled at a common pitch, but there are
some hipped roofs too (a few have a very low pitch); projecting eaves are commonplace. Both plain red clay tile and slate are used (slate became more commonly used
after c1800). Chimney stacks are common features of the High Street skyline and there
are surviving small school bell towers to two former schools, Overton House (nos. 131 –
133) and the Bourne School (no. 222, now the Britannia Building Society). Dormers
within attic spaces of older buildings are rarely seen along the High Street in Area 1.
Roof lines found on the rows of houses along the side roads leading off from the High
Street tend to be grouped together in two and threes due to the incline of the
topography; they also take a more common form and pitch. Slate is more commonly
used than tile, and chimney stacks are common features of the skyline. Dormers within
attic spaces are rarely seen along the side streets, however they are becoming more
common in new-builds.
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7.8

Windows and doors are generally recessed back into reveals; some doorways have
internal porches. The majority of window openings have projecting stone window sills.
Timber is the predominant material used for window frames, most often painted white.
While both sash and casement windows prevail, sash windows of all styles tend to
remain most common (some replacement windows in uPVC have also used the sashstyle). Timber remains the most widely used material for doors (painted in a non-white
colour). Most are panelled, some are part glazed.

7.9

Other architectural details used include cornicing (brick or timber), pilastered timber
doorcases, columned porches (to grander buildings), decorative ridge pieces in red
clay, fanlights above doors, stone lintels above windows / doors, decorative red clay
tiles, and decorative timber bargeboards and fascias.

7.10

Buildings commonly stand along the roadside / pavement. About half of all residential
properties have small front gardens standing behind low, red / yellow brick front walls;
some have added decorative metal railings.

7.11

Shop windows. There are a mixture of shop windows types and materials used in Area
1; this often relates to the period in which they were built or converted from one use to
another. Most lie along the High Street, Lower Kings Road and Castle Street; some are
found on side roads that are often no longer in commercial use. Some use the
traditional material (timber), while others have installed modern aluminium shopfronts
with large single glazed windows. Traditional timber shopfront design should comprise a
stallriser (base panel), side pilasters with a fascia (freeze) above, a transom and
mullioned window with transom / clerestorey lights, and a part glazed door. Most
fascias, lettering and shop signage is generally kept to a minimum and is in-keeping
with the low-key traditional style. Some shops have added awnings to protect goods in
the shopfront; most have more traditional styles (traditional types are made from cloth
and are usually flat).
Medieval – c1650

7.12

Apart from the Parish Church of St. Peter, all early buildings in Area 1 of Berkhamsted
Conservation Area are timber-framed; these date from the late thirteenth century to the
seventeenth century. Post and truss frames are commonly found with stud work and infill panels (brick noggin or plaster); decorative stud work tends to be a later feature of
the nineteenth century (mock-timber framing).

7.13

A few timber buildings with an aisled frame survive, but this is often hidden by later
works. Within the town some medieval buildings were originally open hall houses with
crosswings (later internal floors being inserted), while other smaller houses were jettied
(oversail the ground floor). All these buildings tend to be limited to High Street Central
either on the High Street or Castle Street.

7.14

Examples of timber framed buildings dating between the late thirteenth and seventeenth
centuries include 51 / 53 High Street, 125 High Street, Dean Incents House (129 High
Street; it also has internal wall paintings), the former Swan Inn (139 High Street), 173
High Street and 207 – 209 High Street.
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Church of St. Peter, High Street (High
Street Central)

51 & 53 High Street (High Street East)

The former Swan PH, 139 High Street
(High Street Central)

129 High Street, Dean Incents House
(High Street Central)

1650 – 1750
7.15

Entirely new buildings began to be built within the town during the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth century. Some still used traditional building methods, the timber frame,
while others began to use brick as a new building material, especially for Georgian
townhouses of the wealthy. Brick went on to become a common building material from
the late eighteenth century onwards. Chequered brickwork with blue brick headers in
Flemish bond was used as a fashionable form of decoration of several early eighteenth
century buildings that line the High Street. A symmetrical design with Georgian sash
windows, panelled doors, doorcases (with columns / pilasters), cornicing and pediments
all begin to feature on larger townhouses. The oldest public house and coaching inns
belong to this period (1650 - 1750) and are found dotted along the length of the High
Street.

7.16

Examples of seventeenth century timber framed buildings and new brick buildings of the
late seventeenth and early eighteenth century include 10 High Street (The Bull PH), 139
High Street (attached to the Swan Inn), 147 High Street (Kings Arms Hotel), 227 High
Street (The Lamb PH) and 296 / 298 High Street (Café Rouge). Brick properties include
189 High Street (Barclays Bank), 216 – 216A High Street (part of M&Co.), 275 High
Street (Boxwell House), and The Red House, High Street. 235 – 241 High Street
(Sayer’s almshouses) are also from this period. During this period, some of the existing
timber framed houses were extended and / or re-faced in brick.
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10 High Street, The Bull PH (High Street
East)

227 High Street, The Lamb PH (High
Street West)

189 High Street, Barclays Bank (High
Street West)

The Red House, High Street (High Street
Central)

275 High Street, Boxwell House (High
Street Central)

235 – 241 High Street, Sayer’s
Almshouses (High Street West)

1750 – 1800
7.17

Building activity continues during this period with much the same building materials and
architectural detailing. New materials begin to be imported into the town, such as Welsh
slates. Red brick is the predominant building fabric along with slate roofs, sash windows
and pilastered doorcases; a style seen as emerging during the early eighteenth century.
As with the early Georgian period, some of the existing timber framed houses were
extended and / or re-faced in brick.
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7.18

120 High Street (High Street Central)

121 High Street (High Street Central)

130 – 132 High Street (High Street
Central)

141 – 143 High Street (High Street
Central)

Examples of buildings from this period appear to predominately lie within the central
area of the High Street and include 119, 120 and 121 High Street. No. 121 has its attic
storey within a brick parapet that hides the roof form behind. This is common to the
period, but not much seen along the High Street. Older buildings re-fronted in brick
include 130 – 132 High Street and 141 – 143 High Street.
1800 – 1850

7.19

Building activity continues on during this period. Not only on the High Street (particularly
the east end), but more so along the east side of Castle Street, new houses for all
classes, public houses and religious buildings appear. Early nineteenth century
buildings were built using the character and appearance of the Georgian period,
whether large or small. While red brick remains the most common, yellow brick begins
to be used in new buildings. The use of slate roofs and other Georgian detailing
continues, but is now used on housing built for the less wealthy too along with religious
buildings.

7.20

Examples of late Georgian-style buildings dating to the early nineteenth century are 103
– 109 High Street, 108 High Street, 117 High Street, 205 High Street, 5 to 9 and 11
Castle Street, 12 & 12A Castle Street, 15 – 16 Castle Street and the Quaker Meeting
House, High Street.
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108 High Street, The Dower House (High
Street Central)

103 – 109 High Street (High Street Central)

Quaker Meeting House, High Street
(High Street West)

5 - 8 Castle Street (High Street Central)

1850 – 1900
7.21

The second half of the nineteenth century saw a vast increase in house-building in
Berkhamsted, mostly away from the High Street to the east especially after 1851 when
Bridge Street, Manor Street, Chapel Street, Holliday Street were planned. These side
streets began to develop rows of terraced housing for local workers on land formerly
owned by the Pilkington Manor Estate, and included development along an older road,
Ravens Lane. Commonly these were built of brick of the two-up two-down floor plan
with a single sash window to each room and the main door to the front elevation. During
the mid-late nineteenth century, other side streets were also built at the east end of the
town with similar small terraced houses: Highfield Road and Victoria Road. In addition,
a row of larger Victorian villa-style houses were also built at the west end of the High
Street towards the end of the nineteenth century.

7.22

Civic, school and religious buildings began to be constructed with a strong sense of
individual character, often with a Gothic revival or mock-Tudor architectural style that
was typical of Victorian public buildings. Examples include Berkhamsted Baptist Church
(1864), the Town Hall (1859), the Bourne School (222 High Street c1854), Victoria
Church of England School (1897) and the Chapel at Berkhamsted Collegiate School,
Castle Street (1894 - 5). The use of Gothic Revival architecture is also seen on a private
house / shop, 76 – 78 High Street (dated 1863), which shares similarities with the Town
Hall.
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7.23

Mid nineteenth century housing on
Bridge Street (High Street East)

Mid-late nineteenth century housing on
Victoria Road (High Street East)

69 High Street (High Street East)

320 – 338 High Street (High Street West)

Shops were also built during this period or shop windows inserted into older properties:
96 – 104 High Street are a row of late nineteenth century mock-Tudor shops with flats
above and, almost opposite, stands 85, 87 & 89 High Street dating to 1865 that have a
mixture of gothic and Tudor details (gothic-style doorways, Tudor-style decorative
studwork and first floor oriel windows). Industrial buildings such as maltings were also
built; the maltings on Chapel Street (now the Scout Hall) were constructed in yellow
brick.

96 – 104 High Street (High Street East)

Town Hall, High Street (High Street
Central)

1900 – present
7.24

Building during this period has the most wide spread character across the town centre.
Examples include commercial, civic and residential properties, some of which have a
combined function such as flats over shops. A mixture of building styles and designs
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have been used; this often relates to the decade or period of the twentieth century in
which they were built (pre-war, inter-war, post-war).
7.25

Although brick continues to be used as the main building material since 1900 (red,
yellow or buff), other modern materials have also been introduced such as cladding or
aluminium shopfronts. Roofs have various forms, and some are hidden or flat. However,
the gabled roof probably remains as the most common form. They are covered with clay
or concrete tile, slate, pantiles or a selection of other modern materials.

7.26

There are several large buildings dating to this period within the High Street in
particular, some having a greater architectural significance than others. Earlier buildings
often occupied the same plot as an older property, but may be three storeys in height
rather than two storeys. Examples include 134 High Street and 230 High Street. Interwar buildings were generally larger in scale, occupying more than one plot such as The
Rex Cinema and adjoining flats (1938), The Hall Walk (1934) and 2 - 10 Lower Kings
Road (with 208 High Street).

7.27

230 High Street (High Street West)

134 High Street (High Street Central)

The Rex Cinema, High Street (High
Street Central)

2 - 10 Lower Kings Road (with 208 High
Street)

From the 1950s onwards the High Street underwent a series of changes to its
character, most notably being affected by larger block formations after wholesale
demolition of earlier properties. Post-war buildings take many forms, but were often for
commercial or civic use such as 187 High Street (Police Station), 160 – 194 High Street
(Tescos to Boots) including 184 High Street (Chiltern House), and Waitrose
supermarket, Lower Kings Road.
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The Hall Walk, London Road (High
Street East)
7.28

250 High Street (High Street West)

The housing stock has been increased through the use of flat developments; early on
these were built above shops on the High Street such as those next to The Rex Cinema
(1938) and The Hall Walk (1934). This also continued in the 1950s such as 250 High
Street. Other non-flat housing developments were mostly small-scale in-fill schemes
until more recently when larger sites, such as the Robertson Road / McDougall Road
development have been built with a mixture of flats, three-storey townhouses, and semidetached and terraced two-storey houses.

Area 2: Grand Union Canal
7.29

In most parts of Area 2 and except for the castle itself the predominant building material
is the grey / buff brick commonly used in the first three quarters of the nineteenth
century when the area from the River Bulbourne and across the canal to the railway
was being developed. Towards the century’s end, as this development reached its
conclusion, red brick and a variety of other materials became available and introduced a
number of further options. Engineering brick with its darker, almost black hue and shiny
surface made an appearance both on the canal and the railway as well as the plinth of
the single surviving warehouse structure. Piers, copings and the footings of industrial
structures used these harder, less porous engineering bricks with their high cement
content.

7.30

Doors and windows in the houses are traditionally wooden and the double-hung sliding
sash window pattern from Georgian times remain the norm in most properties as well as
in the station buildings. Slate roofs are universal particularly as the houses in Area 2 all
had shallow-pitched roofs. Although windows and doors as well as roof coverings in
many parts of George Street and Ellesmere Road etc. have suffered modern
replacement in substitute materials, these alterations have not diluted original character
in the area’s housing to the point where such character can no longer be recognised.
Loss of character has been incurred to a greater degree, however, by poor design and
the sub-standard use of details and materials in several post-War in-fills or other new
developments and garages on sites near the canal.

7.31

Elsewhere, there are sufficient examples of the survival in good condition of original
windows, doors and other essential features of the nineteenth century George Street
type of small houses and other rather more ambitious houses in Station Road. These
provide good models for replacement. Those who wish to improve their houses in an
authentic style do not have far to go to find such models.

7.32

Although the limited availability of materials and styles in the whole of Area 2 for most of
the nineteenth century might sound dreary, this is far from the impression today. The
rising topography gives the rows of small houses much visual charm (as in New Street).
The plentiful survival of chimneys and their red chimney pots (as at the far end of
Ellesmere Road), the variety of rear extensions and garden structures (as at the back of
Station Road), the painting and decorating of frontages and the ingenuity of many
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householders in all parts of Area 2 in the presentation of the front areas of their
properties, despite the small scale of front gardens, make most of Area 2 visually
pleasing and quite picturesque.
Medieval – c1650
Berkhamsted Castle
7.33

Berkhamsted Castle represents the earliest fabric in the conservation area and it is the
principal example of medieval architecture apart from the Parish Church. The castle
ruins are therefore different in structure, materials and architectural quality from
everything else nearby. The large open area all around the site isolates the surviving
earthwork features and fragmentary walls of the defensive structure from the
surroundings beyond the castle’s site. With its historical and archaeological importance
as a large example of the 600 motte and bailey sites known nationally, the castle is also
un-typical in every respect from other parts of the conservation area. It is the sole
example of a ruin in the whole conservation area.

7.34

Only the non-Scheduled fabric of the red brick and flint, tile-roofed Lodge within the
castle grounds bears any resemblance to other domestic buildings elsewhere in the
town. It appears to have been a small cottage in 1841 and to have been enlarged and
remodelled towards the close of the nineteenth century to produce the Lodge’s current
form.

7.35

The castle motte

The castle lodge

The station (1875) showing its proximity
to the castle perimeter

The Boote (former inn), dated 1605

From its abandonment as a feudal residence in the 1400s until May 1909, the date of its
initial survey by the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, the castle was
privately maintained. Its owner in 1909 was given as the Duchess of Cornwall. State
Guardianship began in 1929 and the site eventually passed virtually unaltered to
English Heritage, the present custodians. During a period when the town was
expanding and modernising, therefore, the castle remained protected, was mainly
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exempt from change and it served as a dampener on the development of housing in this
area on the outer edges of Berkhamsted.
7.36

The construction of the railway and road nearby to the south of the site altered the outer
defences on this side and traces of the entrance to the castle were lost. The “modern”
road shown in the 1909 survey, now called Brownlow Road, cut off from the main site
the eastern portion of the outer earthwork defences. It is believed that these outer
earthworks were later lost in the course of developing Brownlow Road.

7.37

In its materials the castle is mainly earthworks but the surviving walling is flint with
rubble stone and a mortar binding but various other fragments are built into it including
some tile. The scheduling was revised in 1992 (National Monument Number 20626) and
the castle is summarised in this scheduling as having historical records dating from the
twelfth to fifteenth century. The surviving motte and bailey and its defences are “in
extremely good condition” with the site’s “considerable potential for the preservation of
archaeological and environmental evidence” also given emphasis.

7.38

The Boote, 1605, is the only building of its era between the middle ages and 1800 to
exist in Area 2. It is Grade II listed and, although the modest-sized house is much
altered and modernised, it retains historical interest and makes a landmark contribution
in Castle Street.
1800 – 1850

7.39

With the exception of The Boote (see above), a listed but altered building reputed to
date back to 1625, the fabric history of Area 2 resumed in the late – eighteenth century
after a long lapse lasting several centuries from the castle’s completion to the initial
canal works in the final years of the 1700s. The opening of the canal’s route to Brentford
late in 1798 implies that its watercourse, locks and other essential infrastructure were all
in place by this time. Bridges and waterside buildings are believed to have come slightly
later and to fall mainly in the period between the early 1800s and the railway’s advent
nearby (begun November 1833, and the line fully open September 1838). The two most
significant features of Area 2 following the castle were thus both created and complete
during the forty years between 1798 and 1838. The effects of the arrival of the canal
and railway would last for a further period of about 100 years from 1838 to c1938 as
development took place nearby due to the industry, commerce and housing generated
as a consequence. In comparison with this nineteenth century work, the late twentieth
and twenty-first centuries have added comparatively little on Area 2.

Castle Street bridge showing an original
horse ramp and more recent pedestrian
access
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Canal West from the tow path. The view of
the car park detracts from the wide open
scenery typical of this stretch
7.40

Canal East from Castle Street bridge
demonstrating an attractive gathering of
narrow boats

Horse traction played a vital part in the early years of the canal until steam and diesel
engines came in later to power the barges. There is abundant evidence of the use of
horses in the architectural features which survive. Ramps at bridges and locks, the tow
path itself and the gentle curves built into the approaches to bridges all owe their
shapes to the needs of draught horses. Pedestrians were accommodated with steps
and these features also survive abundantly near the canal. The manual operation of
locks also remains traditional and the paraphernalia of operating barges still adds
greatly to the visual quality of the scenery at the water’s edge.
The Canal

7.41

The main architectural features of the canal are its bridges, its locks and the (former)
keepers’ cottages on the banks. Attracted by the canal and its users, inns eventually
appeared nearby and the most characteristic of these in the conservation area is now
the Rising Sun.

7.42

Of the bridges, the most complete survivor in the central area is the Castle Street
example, which is believed to have been added in 1819 about 20 years after the canal
was dug. Although not listed, it is a fine example and represents locally numerous
features typical of the heyday of canal architecture as found elsewhere throughout the
United Kingdom. The arch is constructed in grey-buff brick with the parapet possibly
rebuilt later and higher and in a slightly darker colour of bricks from the spandrels.

7.43

The up-stream side of the same bridge has seen a modern, metal bridge added for
pedestrians and minor modernisation of other features. Despite these alterations it
retains two striking ramps that connect each of the towpaths with the carriageway
above. Their parapets have a curved coping of brick, which consists of dark
“engineering” brick.

7.44

On its downstream side, Castle Street bridge has a more old-fashioned appearance and
bears a modern plaque as a reminder of the Grand Junction Canal’s origins. The ramps
for horses have been lost due to re-landscaping of both banks on this side and the new
scheme on the south side is also the location for a well-known local landmark: the
Totem Pole.
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Former Castle Inn (c1830)

The Crystal Palace (mid nineteenth
century)

7.45

Nearby stands another of the canal side listed structures. This is the former Castle Inn,
more recently converted to a private residence. The four-square buff-grey brick building
with a low-pitched slate roof and a wrought iron balcony overlooking the canal is in a
restrained “Regency” classical style typical of its construction date about 1820 - 30.
Farther downstream is the un-listed Rising Sun public house, also in the buff-grey brick
but demonstrating a later, mid-Victorian taste with a bay window frontage overlooking
the nearby tow path.

7.46

The Crystal Palace is a rendered, mid-nineteenth century public house standing directly
over the tow path a little downstream from the Castle Street bridge. It has undergone a
number of alterations in its history. The Boat public house is a modern re-construction in
red brick standing next to the oldest known bridge site at Ravens Lane / Gravel Path.
The bridge, like the nearby public house, is mainly modern in date although the two
buildings retain scenic value and make a positive contribution to the overall appearance
of Area 2.
George Street

7.47

This long street does not appear on the map of the Grand Junction Canal dated 1811
although the street’s east-west line corresponds to a field boundary shown on the map.
The name, presumably, is from George III, who died in 1820 and was commemorated
widely from statuary down to pub-signs. The development of this area of housing
appears in fact to have begun, as judged from the late-Georgian style of its oldest
houses, from about 1820. William IV’s name (reigned 1830 - 37) could explain the date
of this small street farther into the development and to the east as the houses later
spread in this direction. Houses of even later date, some of which conveniently bear
date stones, came well into Victoria’s reign (1837 - 1902) and reflect the architectural
styles and typical materials of their era.

7.48

This whole small suburb, bounded by the canal on one side and by the railway on the
other, is dominated by George Street and represents nearly every aspect of workingclass and lower middle-class housing from about 1820 to about 1914. Paxton Road is
believed to have been named after Joseph Paxton, the mid – nineteenth century
gardener and greenhouse designer whose greatest creation, the Crystal Palace, gave
its name to the public house at the West end of the sub-district.

7.49

Without ever quite being a south of England version of “Coronation Street”, this small
and compact group of densely-built streets demonstrates numerous typical features of
housing that can trace its beginnings back to an industrial era that was founded on
horse traction, developed with steam power and finally moved into using early forms of
the internal combustion engine. The workshops, factories, mills and warehouses have
now all closed and almost entirely disappeared to leave only the railway as an active
survivor from the industrial past. A good deal of gentrification has taken place since in
the housing stock but the essential, original character remains intact.
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7.50

Above all, the canal has been transformed since about 1970 from its former negative,
industrial impact into a positive and leisure use that gives to the George Street houses
generally (and to the rear of Station Road in particular) a sympathetic, picturesque
environmental setting largely consisting of the green banks of the canal and River
Bulbourne.

7.51

Development beginning from Gravel Path and later spreading in an easterly direction
gave rise initially to the groups of houses at this Western end of George Street and
Ellesmere Road. The first group in George Street are of good quality and have long
front gardens. The corresponding houses at the West end of Ellesmere Road are
smaller, are built directly on to the footpath and lack the overall quality of their
neighbours in most of George Street. Facing also north towards the railway, their aspect
is less inviting.

7.52

Despite these differences, most of the properties in George Street and the other nearby
streets that make up this part of Area 2 share a common set of architectural features.
An entry hallway-cum-staircase leads off the front door and one ground floor room
flanks this. A further rear parlour lies immediately behind with a kitchen / scullery
extension at the back in most cases. The upper floor that contained the bedrooms (but
no bathroom originally) replicates the same plan as the ground floor. A central chimney
stack rises on the party wall between houses and emerges through the shallow-pitch
slate roof at the ridge.

7.53

The adaptation of these properties to modern standards of internal comfort has often led
to the removal of the central wall between front and rear on the ground floor to produce
a single and larger space and thus producing more light in both front and back rooms. In
a few cases dormer window roof extensions have been added and the rear extension
wing has frequently been added to by building out farther into the back garden.
Bathroom conversions on the upper floor are virtually all at the rear and they have not
had the adverse effect of introducing vents or pipes to front elevations.

7.54

Virtually all of these small houses still remain in single-family occupation and they have
not been sub-divided into flats.

7.55

External changes have affected doors and windows here-and-there by replacing wood
with uPVC. Roofs have often seen factory tiles replace slate but most chimney stacks
are still in place although (in a small number of isolated examples) exterior false-stone
cladding has replaced brick masonry. The painting white of brick frontages is relatively
widespread but still remains a minority taste among local householders. In general, the
George Street area and its nearby streets remains full of original architectural features
and the building materials can still clearly be recognised from their construction period
in the first half of the nineteenth century.

Early row of cottages on George Street,
since modernised
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1850 – 1900
7.56

The further and later development of the George Street housing area took place mainly
beyond the elbow-bend in George Street and the former coal yard opposite (now the
walled Playground) with Cambridge Terrace and New Street marking the same limits up
towards Ellesmere Road. Eastwards from these points most of the houses have the
typical characteristics of the second half of the nineteenth century. This was a slightly
more spacious era with higher expectations of domestic comfort giving rise to a call for
light-filled sitting rooms, indoor WC facilities and more spacious kitchens. Victorian taste
also expected a greater degree of external ornament on house fronts.

Well-presented late nineteenth century
houses in Ellesmere Road

Turn of the century individual house in
Station Road with high-quality detailing

7.57

The two-up, two-down plans of these newer houses remain largely traditional and they
are mostly grouped in terraces as the older ones were. A few individual houses are
semi-detached. Free-standing properties or double-fronted layouts remain strictly in the
minority throughout Area 2.

7.58

Bay windows appear more often as the nineteenth century progressed whether they
overlook the street directly or are placed in small front gardens. The small scale of these
front gardens carries with it the impossibility of conversion to hard standing for cars and
Area 2 is mercifully without this common blight to the urban scene.
1900 – present

7.59

Small or medium-sized infill developments have taken place in various residential parts
of Area 2, mostly the insertion of post-war houses into small plots. The nature of these
plots allowed for little architectural originality and the results have generally been
disappointing visually. In particular, red brick has been used and little regard has been
shown for the coherence of the existing stock of the George Street area’s older
buildings. A few individual houses of better quality have appeared on sites overlooking
the canal, sometimes with better results due to more careful design and the use of
appropriate materials. 38 - 44 Mill Street stands out as an example of recent modern
development taking its inspiration from the Regency style and doing so with a high
regard for architectural details.

7.60

Chadwick Centre at Berkhamsted Collegiate School occupies a large site within Area 2
and stretches north from the far side of the River Bulbourne. The building’s face is set
back behind an open, landscaped area and the river’s bridges so that it achieves a
freestanding site. On the east side it directly overlooks Castle Street. This building forms
the most imposing and important development to have taken place in Area 2 in recent
decades. The design adopts a Post-Modern architectural language using neo-Tudor
elements such as gables and large conical towers covered with tiles; there are also
several additional small ‘water towers’ upon rooflines. This structure is built in traditional
brick and is clad at first floor level using a modern tile hung form; this is also applied to
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the jettied gable ends. The reddish-orange-brown palette of brick and tile relates more
to the school’s older buildings rather than to the buff-grey brick of most of Area 2.

38 – 44 Mill Street
7.61

7.62

Chadwick Centre, Castle Street

Larger developments of blocks of flats have either made use of existing industrial fabric,
for example Castle Mill (the conversion next to the Lower King’s Street canal bridge) or
have replaced this fabric on brownfield sites with new structures. The bold gabled
frontages that face on to the water of the canal (such as Alsford Wharf by Castle Street
bridge opposite The Crystal Palace, and Ravens Wharf by Ravens Lane bridge
opposite The Boat) are generally regarded as the most noteworthy and use appropriate
brickwork despite the lack of some architectural details.
Canal developments
Despite its overall appearance of remaining unchanged, the canal has altered
considerably since the 1950s when its industrial origins gradually gave way to the
present leisure uses. Except for The Warehouse on Castle Wharf, nearly all of the
former warehouses, factories, depots and workshops have disappeared and have given
way now to increased numbers of houses and flats overlooking the water. The
infrastructure continues to require renewal and upkeep although the traditional
appearance of locks is unaffected. Bridges across the canal are, for the most part,
unaltered and this is despite the fact that none of them currently has protection either
through listing or local listing. New footbridges have appeared in the 1930s at Little
Bridge Street and, towards the end of the twentieth century, at Canal West (linking St.
John’s Well Lane car park with the car park over the water). The provision of pedestrian
access down to the towpath, which is much used as a route through the town, may be
seen at several points but a number of the former horse ramps and some of the older
steps have been preserved.

The Warehouse, Castle Wharf. A
nineteenth century industrial canal building
converted to residential use (further new
development to the west side)
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Area 3: Charles Street
7.63

This area comprises Victorian and Edwardian development and the predominant
architecture is of this period. Characteristically, the form of development is streets of
terraced or attached pairs of houses. There are fewer detached houses (Doctor’s
Commons Road, Shrublands Road etc).

Gables and chimneys feature on Kings
Road

Stone door and window arches

7.64

The style of the Victorian and Edwardian development ranges from small, utilitarian
cottages though medium and larger terraced houses with increasing amounts of
detailing / decoration in the form of contrasting brick bands and arches. The established
palette of materials also included slate tiles, and red, gault, Luton grey or yellow London
stock bricks (according to the particular terrace concerned). With the larger terraced
houses or villas more stonework decoration may be found and use of stained / coloured
glass was greater.

7.65

In the later of these houses, the Arts and Crafts style had an impact in terms of detailing
and materials with for instance more roughcast render, plain tiles and leaded light
casement windows.

7.66

Roof lines generally run parallel with the street, although gables do face onto the street
and have features such as mock-timber framing or windows set within them. Roofs are
at a common pitch. Slate roofing predominates but plain red clay tiles are used on the
Arts and Crafts style buildings. Chimney stacks are an important feature of the skyline.
Dormers to attic spaces are not uncommon though entirely absent from some terrace
types.

7.67

Window openings generally tend to have projecting stone window sills. Timber is the
predominant material used for window frames and vertical sliding sash windows prevail
(though side-hung or multiple casements on the Arts and Crafts style houses).
Windows and doors are generally recessed in reveals and some doorways are set back
within internal porches. Timber remains the most widely used material for doors which
are likely to be panelled with upper parts glazed and a frame incorporating a plain
toplight panel.

7.68

Other architectural details include decorative clay ridge tiles, stone lintels above
windows / doors, vertical hanging tiles, and decorative timber brackets, bargeboards
and fascias.
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Entrance detail: Charles Street

Recessed balconies

1850 – 1900
7.69

This is the earliest period of built development located within Area 3. The earliest plots
to be laid out in c1870 were on the block comprising Kitsbury Road / Middle Road /
Cross Oak Road and the connecting section of Charles Street. The earliest buildings
were short terraces of small, unembellished cottages in brick with slated covered roofs
and chimneys in shared stacks, and a continuous ridge running parallel to the street.
Also, a few pairs of late-Victorian villas of a medium size were also constructed along
Charles Street. Windows were commonly of the vertical hung, sliding sash type.

7.70

From the 1880s new streets and houses appeared at Cowper Road, Torrington Road,
Montague Road and the linking part of Charles Street. From this point, the houses
erected became somewhat bigger and the level of decoration or architectural detail
increased. This is illustrated in the four photographs below with the simplest and earliest
cottages at top left and the larger and most elaborate at the bottom right.

7.71

After the first part of the Kingshill estate was sold in 1888, development subsequently
spread further up the valley side, stretching from Kings Road to Cross Oak Road and in
1897 land was sold that became Doctor’s Commons Road. There are examples of large
houses on this part of Doctor’s Commons Road and Kings Road with Domestic Revival
influenced decoration and materials.

Terraced cottages
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Gables and stone window lintels
7.72

Brick & terracotta decoration

This period saw the intensive development of Area 3 and represents the bulk of today’s
streets. The Domestic Revival had heavily influenced architectural detailing and
materials.
1900 – 1920

7.73

The beginning of the twentieth century, saw the continuation of development of the
pattern from the Victorian carried into the Edwardian period. The northern end of North
Road was developed with terraces and in 1902 Shrublands Avenue was started.
However, Arts & Crafts style houses are a very significant component of the make-up of
the area.

7.74

Immediately following the First World War during the inter-war period, there was only
limited building within Area 3. This included a small number of larger houses that were
being built along Shrublands Road and also Anglefield Road.

Kings Road

North Road

Arts & Crafts influence, Doctor’s Commons Road
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1920 - present
7.75

There are only one or two short stretches of inter-war houses and a limited amount of
development in the 1950 / 60s is present mostly on small infill plots. Sub-division of
plots or redevelopment from the 1960s / 70s entailed uncompromising buildings. In the
1980 / 90s, these were larger scale redevelopments of varying appearance and
materials and may have involved demolition of earlier buildings and loss of plot
boundaries. The most recent and successful developments have incorporated facades
more closely based on those of Victorian and Edwardian houses. Examples of all these
are referred to in the Character Area description of Area 3.

Unusual inter-war design, Park View Road
Boundaries
Area 1: High Street
7.76

In Area 1, the boundaries of each plot are characterised by where the building line
meets the pavement or roadside. Commercial buildings commonly open directly onto
the High Street. Residential housing on the High Street and those lying along the side
roads often have small front garden areas bounded from the pavement by a low brick
wall. These are commonly eighteenth and nineteenth century houses, although some
recent developments have also provided low front walls. A few properties have
additional metal railings that stand upon their front boundary wall; these usually belong
to larger detached properties or town houses. Some houses in Area 1 have brick walls
that surround their back gardens; these are often of some height and may include walls
of brick outbuildings within them.

Area 2: Grand Union Canal
7.77

In Area 2, the boundaries of building plots and sites range in their extent and materials.
Within the castle site, its flint curtain walls are bounded by a series of defensive ditches,
while the whole site is contained by modern roads extending at all four points of the
compass. The railway is bounded by the walls that contain the tracks, small areas of
open space at the east end, and by the yards in front of the present station buildings.
The canal is bounded by the tow path and walls / hedges adjoining it, along with the
walls surrounding its bridges, and by the iron railings opposite the station. Some
boundaries of the canal are shared with the rear boundaries of private houses.

7.78

A significant number of houses have frontages situated directly along the pavement. A
lesser number have small front gardens with a variety of brick walls, picket fences,
hedges, and a few with railings. More recently constructed flat developments have
communal gardens to the fore.
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7.79

The amenity spaces (The Moor, Bowling Green and car parks) are each bounded by a
variety of trees, while George Street playground is bounded by a low brick wall surviving
from the time it was a coal yard. In all of the views outwards from the canal there is no
large-scale intrusion caused by the sight of parked cars nearby with the exception of the
Council’s own car park on the meadows south of the railway and near to this
playground. It is desirable that cars should continue to be excluded from the vicinity of
the canal and that its banks should remain predominantly green in character.

7.80

The loss of domestic boundaries is normally due elsewhere to the common practice of
placing cars in front of houses by converting the former front garden into a hardstanding. It has fortunately not become usual in Area 2 (due mainly to such spaces not
being available) and only the pair of red-brick houses next to the Station in King’s Road
has cars parked in front. Off-road parking is a rarity in these parts of the town except for
a small number of sites in Ellesmere Road between houses and at three garage sites
located at the end of George Street, and near the canal banks close to William Street
and Bedford Street.

Area 3: Charles Street
7.81

In Area 3, the street front boundaries of the houses here often have small front garden
areas bounded from the pavement by low brick walls stepping up / down the hill. The
particular make-up and details vary from street to street and even within a single street.
These are commonly nineteenth or early twentieth century houses, although some
recent developments have also provided low front walls. Some houses retain or have
installed, metal railings on their front boundary wall. Some houses in Area 3 have taller
brick walls (e.g. Kings Road and Doctor’s Common Road) and these are significant
features in the street. Front boundary hedges also feature on streets such as Park View
Road.

Low boundary walls and piers
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